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ABSTRACT
Urban growth and land use change models are an important and innovative tool that support planning and
development of sustainable urban areas. The data requirements for parameterization, calibration and validation of
urban models are intense due to the complexity of the models and their objectives. In this study several urban
land use change models are evaluated and their demands on spatial data sets are compared. These needs are
discussed and evaluated based on the use of remotely-sensed high spatial and temporal resolution data. The
results show especially the need for accurate urban land use information due to the Level II and III of the
USGS/Anderson land cover/use classification scheme. An appropriate methodology for urban land use
differentiation using high resolution remotely sensed data is presented and evaluated in test sites in the southern
California city of Santa Barbara, USA. The approach is based on irregularly-shaped regions of homogenous
urban land use as the defined mapping units. Within these regions, spatial and fractal metrics were applied to
describe the land cover structure, to acquire urban land use information and to describe socioeconomic features.
The application of one of the evaluated urban growth models is presented, based on a seventy-year time series of
air photos. The urban growth process, as well as future predictions of land use change are well represented in the
model based upon the concept of cellular automata and demonstrate the potential of a combined remote sensing
and modeling approach.
1 INTRODUCTION
Current changes in urbanization patterns at all geographic scales are quite likely the most significant since the
advent of accessible mass transit turned American cities inside out almost a century ago. Documented examples
of these new patterns and processes are: urban deconcentration and centralization; the formation of exurbs and
edge cities (Garreau 1988); the colonization of remote rural and wildland spaces; the emergence of new types of
urban specializations (e.g., technopoles); increasing spatial segregation of races and income groups; increasing
spatial mismatch between low-income residents and jobs; the spatial disintegration of labor markets; increasing
threats from natural hazards as urban structures becomes more dispersed and internally complex; and the
exposure of urban areas to more and new kinds of vulnerabilities brought about by their increasing dependence
on technology (Hart 1991, Knox 1993).
The socioeconomic, natural, technological and social processes both drive and are profoundly affected by the
evolving urban spatial structure within which they operate. Research into the understanding, representation and
modeling of this complex system has a long tradition in geography and planning (Batty 1994, Alberti and
Waddell 2000). However, during the last years, models of land use change and urban growth have been expanded
and have become important and innovative tools for city planners, economists, ecologists and resource managers
to support intelligent decisions so they can take timely and effective action for a sustainable development of
urban regions. This development was mainly driven by increased resources and usability of multiple spatial
datasets and tools for their processing (e.g. Geographic Information Systems). Community-based collaborative
planning and consensus-building efforts in urban development have also been incorporated into urban planning at
the local level (Klostermann 1999). The models have shown potential to support planning and management
decisions in:
•
•
•
•

Providing knowledge and understanding of the dynamics of the urban system (intuition structuring),
Anticipating and forecasting future changes or trends of development,
Describing and assessing impacts of future development,
Exploration of different policies and optimization of urban planning and management.

The application, performance, and modeling results respectively strongly depend on the quality and scope of the
data for parameterization, calibration and validation (Longley and Mesev 2000, Batty and Howes 2001). As land
use change models simulate both the human and biological system, the requirements placed on the data are fairly
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complex and range from natural and ecological parameters to socioeconomic information and detailed land
use/cover data with defined spatial and temporal accuracy. Concerning this, Longley and Mesev (2000) state that
the understanding of physical and socioeconomic distributions through urban modeling still remains limited by
the data available.
Remote sensing methods have been widely applied in mapping land surface features in urban areas (e.g. Haack et
al. 1997, Jenson and Cowen 1999). In general, remote sensing techniques can provide spatially consistent
datasets that cover large areas with both high detail and high temporal frequency, including historical time series.
Despite such advantages, there are only a few studies that focus on integration of remote sensing data products in
land use change model applications for urban environments. Under these considerations, this study explores and
discusses the use of remote sensing techniques for urban land use change model applications. The investigations
had three major objectives:
•

•

•

A review of several urban land use modeling systems with different levels of complexity, structure and
purpose that have been developed. These models are evaluated and compared concerning their data
requirements. The review focuses on their demands on spatial datasets in general and the required
spatial, temporal and thematic features of land use information in particular. The results will be used to
formulate requirements and characteristics of remote sensing data products for application in these
models.
Under consideration of the model data requirements, we present and discuss an approach for spatial
mapping of urban areas from high-resolution optical remote sensing data. The approach is applied and
evaluated in test sites of the Santa Barbara, CA region and shows the potential for describing and
acquiring land use and socioeconomic information in urban areas.
Finally, we show an example of another parameterization and calibration of an urban growth model
using remote sensing data. The SLEUTH model uses cellular automata and was applied in the Santa
Barbara, CA region. The growth modeling was based on seventy-year time series of land use change
derived from air photos. The growth process as well as future predictions of land use change can be well
represented in the model and show the capability of the combined remote sensing/modeling approach.

The results shown in this paper (sections 3 and 4) were gathered in two independent studies. They are used to
explore and discuss the potentials and perspectives of an integrated remote sensing and urban growth model
application.
2 A REVIEW OF URBAN LAND USE CHANGE/GROWTH MODELS
Different land use change models have recently been described and compared in two reports. The first report was
published by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA as a review and assessment of land use change models
(Agarwal et al. 2000). The second report (EPA 2000) gives a summary of models for assessing the influence of
community growth and change on land use patterns. The reports form the basis of the evaluation and comparison
of different models concerning their data requirements. From the 36 different models that are described in the two
reports we selected seven for analysis. We defined several criteria for our model selection:
•
•
•
•

The models should perform land use modeling on the regional and local scale
Model simulations should focus on spatial land use patterns with their purpose being to model urban
land use change and growth,
Model documentation should be available and sufficient for the comparison. Some models have a clear
commercial background and are not documented in all necessary detail. Accordingly most of the
selected models were developed and are still applied in the academic environment,
The models should represent a variety of different structures, approaches and complexities.

The summary of the models is shown in Table 1. All models were developed and applied during the last several
years. The model objectives and approaches are shown in the second column and represents the variety of
purposes these models were designed for. Some models have more of a focus on research rather than on
application. The spatial framework of the models is presented in the third column. The models use both vectorand raster-based techniques for spatial discrimination of the modeling entities or objects. For example, the
UrbanSim model is a fairly complex approach for modeling urban development. It uses the parcel-level as the
entity for land development modeling because it considers the household and its behavior as an agent in the
change process. Another vector-based approach is used by the What If model. What If is designed for planning
support systems and has an applied focus. The model entities are defined as areas of most common geometry as a
result of a vector overlay of different data layers of different natural and human parameters.
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Table 1: Comparison of purpose and spatial, temporal and thematic framework of seven urban growth/land use
change models after EPA 2000, Agarwal et al. 2000 and model specific documents (1The scheme of urban land use
discrimination is either required by the model or was used in case studies).
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The other models use a raster-based approach. In the context of modeling a raster cell provides a generally
different representation of the spatial information. The spatial entities are more abstract, whereas a vector-based
model uses thematically defined spatial model objects such as parcels or homogenous land units. Accordingly,
the raster-based models provide a more generalized or coarser representation of distributed urban objects such as
single buildings or parcels, which are the spatial basis for most socio-economic parameters. On the other hand
most continuous natural features (e.g. topography) are well represented by raster datasets.
The UrbanSim model uses a raster approach if the urban land development module is linked to the ecological
system in order to represent the different scale and characteristics of processes and variables. In general, the
spatial resolution demands of the raster-based models vary according to the purpose and the characteristics of
studies for which they are applied. The grid cell resolutions used range from 30m x 30m to 100m x 100m. Some
models use coarser spatial accuracy for special land use classes (UPLAN model) or for scale dependent
description of processes like the LTM- and UrbanSim models.
The time intervals and lengths of period for future prediction can describe the temporal framework of the models
as shown in Table 1. For most of the models these parameters are variable. The temporal model intervals range
from 1 year to 10 years with time frame of prediction between 5 to 10 or up to 100 years. An exception is the
CUF-2 model. Its modeling time intervals and the prediction period are strictly defined by the calibration time
frame, usually 5 to 10 years.
Another important characteristic is the issue of how the models discriminate and parameterize the urban area in
the form of urban land use classes. The parcel-based approach of UrbanSim-model usually does not require the
definition of urban land use categories. The important socioeconomic features are parameterized on the level of
parcels that also represents the urban land use information. The spatially and thematically more generalized
approach of the other models use different land use categories. They represent different land use patterns and
features of the urban environment and socioeconomic characteristics that are usually described as model
parameters for every category. The models LUCAS and LTM focus on describing the impact of urban growth on
the surrounding environment. Accordingly, they require a land use/cover map following Level I of the Anderson
et al. (1976) classification scheme that separates just one urban land use class. The heterogeneity of the urban
area is reflected by an additional dataset of population density that is required by the model.
The CUF-2, What If and UPLAN models focus on the description and simulation of urban growth and change
patterns for different urban land use categories for model applications in the community planning level. They use
a much higher level of inner-urban discrimination and require a separation and parameterization of urban land use
classes following the Level II and III of the Anderson et al. (1976) classification scheme such as different
densities and building structures of residential areas, commercial or industrial districts. The application of the
SLEUTH-model so far separates just one urban land use category but the development and future applications of
the model will include a more detailed description of the urban land use structures and their changes respectively.
In addition to the land use information, the models require additional spatial data such as topography and the
transportation infrastructure as summarized in the last column of Table 1.
3 REMOTE SENSING FOR MAPPING URBAN GROWTH MODEL PARAMETERS
Several studies have demonstrated the potential of remote sensing methods as source of information specifically
useful for analysis of the urban/suburban environment with focus on land cover/use, socioeconomic information
and transportation infrastructure (Barnsley et al., 1993; Rao 1996, Henderson and Xia, 1997; Jensen and Cowen,
1999, Donnay et al. 2001). Only a few studies have focused their remote sensing analysis on application in urban
land use change models such as Acevedo et al. (1996) and Clarke et al. (1996). Under consideration of the
requirements of the investigated models, this section discusses the potential contribution of remote sensing
techniques on the basis of a specific example. The analysis focuses on the acquisition and description of urban
land use and socioeconomic information.
In general, the mapping of urban areas by remote sensing is a rather complex process due to the heterogeneity of
the urban environment, typically consisting of built up structures (e.g. buildings, transportation nets), several
different vegetation covers (e.g. parks, gardens, agricultural areas), bare soil zones and water bodies (Barnsley et
al., 1993). Traditionally, visual interpretations of high-resolution air photos could provide comprehensive
information for mapping of urban areas. The basis of the data analysis was the interpreter’s knowledge of spatial
arrangements of urban land cover features (e.g. texture, pattern, shapes, densities) that were used to characterize
several urban structures and feature types (Bowden et al. 1975; Haack et al. 1997). With the beginning of the
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availability of satellite remote sensing imagery with high temporal and spatial resolution, the analysis methods
became more objective and suitable for application over large areas using temporally consistent datasets.
Furthermore, the improvements in spatial and spectral sensor resolutions during the last several years can be
considered to be a new era in urban remote sensing (Hepner et al. 1998, Tanaka & Sugimura 2001).

Commercial and industrial (Comm):
Commercial and industrial areas (Comm) are dominated by large building
structures and extensive impervious cover (paved areas). Property parcels are
spatially aggregated into large built up tracts, interspersed with areas of sparse
vegetation cover.

Residential with high density built up structure (ResHD):
The high-density residential (ResHD) test sites represent a common land use
pattern of an area of low and medium income and high population, in which
single family residences are sited along a regular street pattern. The vegetated
zones composed of landscaped lawns, shrubs and trees surrounding each
residence and parks or other recreational areas are associated with each
neighborhood. Similar to the Comm test sites, no single parcel shapes are
identifiable in the ResHD cover type, but mean structure and parcel sizes are
distinctly smaller.

Residential with low density built up structure (ResLD):
Vegetation is dominant in the ResLD test sites. The residential structures are
larger, with enclosed large single-family dwellings (including ranches)
surrounded by extensive vegetated tracts common in this cover type. Compared
to the ResHD areas the population density is lower and the mean income is
higher. In contrast to the patterns found in the Comm and ResHD sites, single
parcels within the ResLD sites are not spatially aggregated and they form
independent built up patches.

Table 2: Characteristics and spatial distribution of vegetation (gray) and built up areas (black) in the classified air
photos for the three investigated urban land use categories.
Multispectral optical remote sensing allows for separation of diverse urban land cover types (including built up
areas, vegetation and water). However, different urban land use classes (e.g. residential, commercial) or socioeconomic information, as required by the models, are hard to discriminate by applying “per-pixel” analysis
methods. In fact, the spatial and textural context is the most important information for detailed urban area
characterization (Mesev et al. 1995, Webster 1995). In this context we present an approach of using spatial or
landscape metrics as quantitative measures of spatial structures and pattern to describe urban features in test sites
of the Santa Barbara, CA region. A more detailed description of the method can be found in Herold & Menz
(2001). The approach requires the introduction and consideration of some important issues:
Spatial Resolution
The approach is based on the description of spatial structures and pattern of built up areas. The acquisition
and separation of these structures requires data exhibiting very high spatial resolutions (Welch 1982). Such
data are quite recently available from new satellite sensor systems, such as IKONOS 2. As this study was
implemented before such data were publicly available, we undertook development and evaluation of this
approach employing digitized aerial color infrared photographs (scale 1:130 000). After digitizing, these
images have a geometric resolution on the order of 3 meters, similar to currently available data from recent
space-borne systems.
Spatial Metrics
Spatial or landscape metrics can be defined as quantitative indices to describe structures and patterns of a
landscape (O’Neill et al. 1988). Their development is based on information theory measures and fractal
geometry. In this study, landscape metrics were calculated using the public domain Fragstats program
(McGarical and Marks 1994). Six landscape metrics that describe different spatial land cover features were
selected for the analysis: the percentage of the area covered by a class relative to the total landscape area
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(%LAND, in percent), the patch density of a land cover class (PD, in numbers per hectare), the patch size
standard deviation of a land cover class (PSSD, in hectares), the contagion index (CONT, in percent, see
McGarical and Marks 1994), edge density of a land cover class (ED, in meters per hectare) and the area
weighted mean patch fractal dimension (AWMPFD).
Homogeneous Urban Patches
A basic approach in the investigations is the definition and spatial discrimination of areas of similar urban
structure for the application of the landscape metrics that measure the spatial structures and pattern in a given
region (Barnsley and Barr 1997). This concept was chosen according to the approach of “Photomorphic
Regions” as developed for visual air photo interpretation. These regions are defined as image segments with
similar properties according to their size, shape, tone/color, texture and pattern (Peplies 1974). Accordingly,
for the application of the landscape metric approach these regions can generally be defined as areas of
homogeneous urban land use structures as entities for the data analysis.
Using a supervised classification approach, test sites in the area of Santa Barbara, CA could be clearly separated
into vegetation and built up areas. The six selected landscape metrics were calculated on the basis of the binary
land cover classification for the following three urban land use categories in homogenous areas of; commercial
and industrial (Comm); residential with high density built up structure (ResHD); residential with low density built
up structure (ResLD) as well as for a test site of urban growth. The characteristics and spatial distribution of built
up and non-built (vegetation) zones in the different test sites are shown in Table 2. The test sites were selected
due to their importance in representing typical spatial and socioeconomic patterns found in urban areas,
especially in the Santa Barbara, CA region.
Comparative evaluation of the landscape metrics shows distinctive differences between the three land use
categories concerning the dominance of one land cover class (%LAND), the patch density and size (PD and
PSSD) and their spatial pattern and fragmentation (CONT, ED, AWMPFD, Fig.1). As determinants of land cover
features for the spatial measurements, the domination of a land cover class (built up or vegetation), housing
density, mean housing and plot size as well as the spatial aggregation of the built up areas can be identified. This
information can be used for a detailed characterization of these areas in terms of urban land use and socioeconomic issues, e.g. a classification based on the metric information can provide urban land use maps (intraurban discrimination) with an accuracy required for several urban growth models (see section 2).

Fig 1: Representation of the three investigated land use structures and of changes in urban land use for six
landscape metrics in the La Cumbre test site area (Santa Barbara, CA) between 1978 and 1988
(Note: The metrics presented for the three land use structures result from four different test sites each and are shown as minimum, mean
and maximum. The measures of the “urban growth test site” La Cumbre are the connected points for two years. All metrics, except the
Contagion Index (CONT), are referred to as structures of the class “built up”. The Patch Density (PD) and the Edge Density (ED) values
were rescaled (by dividing them by a factor of ten) to adjust them to the first y-scale (landscape metric value). The secondary y-axis
(fractal dimension value) is only related to the “area weighted mean patch fractal dimension” (AWMPFD)).
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Changes in urban land use, shown for the La Cumbre test site based on a set of two air photos from 1978 and
1988 (Fig.1), were described using the landscape metric information. In the test site, landscape pattern changed
due to the spread of structures to previously vegetated zones. The landscape metrics show a rising percentage of
the built up zones on the total landscape area, as well as increasing spatial aggregation of the built up patches
(Fig.1). The urban growth in previously non-built up zones resulted in a higher fragmentation of the landscape.
The results indicate the capability of high resolution optical remote sensing data for the mapping of urban land
use and socioeconomic features and their temporal change components.
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Fig. 2: Population growth in California and Santa Barbara County between 1900–1990, after U.S. Census (1999).

4 APPLICATION OF THE SLEUTH MODEL FOR MODELING URBAN GROWTH
An urban growth model was applied to simulate the growth in the Santa Barbara, CA region. The simulation was
based on the Clarke Urban Growth Model (UGM) that simulates the combined influences of topography,
adjacency, and transportation networks on the patterns of urbanization though time (Clarke et al. 1996). The
model is described in detail in Clarke et al. 1997. The model uses cellular automata to model the urban expansion
based on growth rules in a gridded representation of geographic space on a cell-by-cell basis. The model is able
to control the behavior of the system by several parameters and by modification of the growth rules (Clarke et al.
1996). The land cover change deltatron model is tightly coupled with the UGM. The models together are referred
to as SLEUTH by reference to the models input data requirements: Slope, Land cover, Exclusion, Urban,
Transportation, Hillshade (Candau et al. 2000, see section 2).

1930

1950

1970

1990

Fig. 3: The historical growth of the urban area (shown in light gray) in the Santa Barbara, CA region shown with
digital elevation model background.
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The growth of the Santa Barbara, CA region was studied from 1929, the first year for which an air photo of the
area is available. The urban development in the area was driven by significant growth in population that is
reflected in Figure 2. Another increase in population is indicated between 1950 and 1990. The data which with to
perform the simulation were partly available from standard data products of US governmental agencies like the
USGS 7.5“ DEM and the Census Bureau TIGER road data. The most important parameter in growth modeling
were the temporal layers of land use information, in this case the distribution of urban and non-urban areas. This
information was gathered from visual interpretation analysis of 7 sets of historical air photos acquired in 1929,
1943, 1954, 1967, 1976, 1986, and 1997. The observed land use pattern (distribution of urbanized and nonurbanized land) formed the basis for model calibration as it represents the spatial and temporal growth pattern in
the Santa Barbara region. Once the model is calibrated it can be used for prediction of future developments based
on different user-defined scenarios.
Figure 3 shows the growth in the Santa Barbara, CA region as simulated by the SLEUTH model. In 1929, the city
of Santa Barbara covered just a small area around the future central business district. A small extension of the
urban area is found by 1950 that is caused by population growth and the military installations of World War II.
Until 1970 the intensive population growth and the establishment of several commercial sectors caused a
significant expansion of the urban space to the west (Goleta). This trend of westward expansion continues today
and has resulted in urbanization of most sections of the coastal plain in front of the East West mountain range that
forms a physical limit to any further landward expansion. To the east, down the coast, expensive real estate, and
prevalent property owner involvement with city government, prevents any major urban expansion (Montecito).
The calibrated model was used to predict future land use development, assuming the growth stays constant for the
future. The results of the predictive modeling are shown in Figure 4. This scenario represents the modeled urban
area if all open space, except parks, are allocated as vacant land. The further growth of the urban area mainly
appears in the “hot spots” of the west (Goleta) and the east (Carpinteria) of the coastal plane.

Fig. 4: Predicted urbanized areas in the 2050 modeled for the scenario that all area is considered vacant land
except parks (dark gray = urbanized in 1997, lighter gray = urbanized in 2050).
The approach used in this case study just predicts the change in the extent of the urban area. It does not
differentiate between different urban land use classes. This issue is currently under investigation as both models
and the input data from remote sensing images will be modified and extended to allow for modeling of intraurban land use transformations, in addition to the physical growth limits of the urban area (Clarke et al. 1998).
The results of this analysis are included in research co-operations with Santa Barbara city planners to support the
management and planning of this region.
5 CONCLUSION
During recent years urban growth/land use change models have been developed and extended as important and
innovative tools in urban planning and management. The complexity, structure and purpose of the models require
various datasets for parameterization, calibration and validation. The demands of the different models explored
can be summarized as:
• Accurate land use and socioeconomic information and representation are one of the most important
issues for the modeling of land use change. Based on the intended purposed and application of the
model they usually require:
o Anderson Level I classification accuracy (raster data) with one urban class and additional
information about residential and population density for regional modeling of the impacts of
urban growth for the ecological/natural system,
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Anderson Level II and III classification accuracy (mainly raster representation) for urban land
use classes for modeling of urban land use change on the local/community level. The land use
classes are often parameterized by socioeconomic variables,
o Various socio-economic variables are assigned on the parcel level (vector representation) for
object-oriented modeling of behavior of different agents of land development.
The raster-based models use different spatial resolutions for the description of different features and
processes. The spatial representation of urban land use classes ranges from 30m x 30m to 100m x 100m.
The temporal resolution or time step modeling and the accuracy of the model calibration vary between 1
and 10 years.
Other generally required datasets are the transportation infrastructure and topography.
o

•
•
•

Remote sensing techniques can be considered an important data source of several model parameters, especially in
the context of applied use of these models. The case studies presented in this paper show the importance of
remote sensing data historical time series as an important data source for the parameterization and calibration of
urban growth models, an essential condition for the prediction of future development and scenario modeling. It
also indicates the capabilities of innovative digital remote sensing data analysis using spatial metrics. Considering
the availability of high resolution space-borne remote sensing imagery as an appropriate source of data, this
approach can be used to acquired data that meet the spatial, temporal and thematic requirements of most urban
land use change models with regard to using an inner-urban discrimination of several urban land use and
socioeconomic categories.
In conclusion, with the data and methods available, there is a clear demand for the combined use of remote
sensing and modeling in urban management and planning. However, the potentials and approaches have to be
evaluated and extended in further investigations, especially in combination of both presented techniques to
support applications in urban management and planning.
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